Capturing neighborhood information by generating node sequences or node samples is an important prerequisite step for many of the neural network embedding approaches. Majority of the recent studies on neural network embedding exploit random walk as a sampling method, which traverses through adjacent neighbors to generate the node sequences. Traversing through only immediate neighbor may not be suitable particularly for heterogeneous information networks (HIN) where adjacent nodes tend to belong to different types. Therefore, this paper proposes a random walk based sampling approach (RW-k) which generates the node sequences such that adjacent nodes in the sequence are separated by k edges preserving the k-hop proximity characteristics. We exploit the node sequences generated using RW-k sampling for network embedding using skip-gram model. Thereafter, the performance of network embedding is evaluated on future co-authorship prediction task over three heterogeneous bibliographic networks. We compare the efficacy of network embedding using proposed RW-k sampling with recently proposed network embedding models based on random walks namely, Metapath2vec, Node2vec and VERSE. It is evident that the RW-k yields better quality of embedding and out-performs baselines in majority of the cases.
INTRODUCTION
Network embedding using neural network over social and information networks became popular in a very recent time. Network embedding may refer to node embedding, edge embedding, subgraph embedding or whole graph embedding [1] . The scope of this paper is node embedding. Majority of the unsupervised network embedding methods use a two-step framework, (i) generate the node sequences using a sampling method, and (ii) train a neural network on these sequences to generate embedding [2, 3, 7] .
Random walk is one of the popular and scalable sampling methods for real-world information networks. To generate network samples, early network embedding models use the first-order random walk where the transition to next node only depends on the current node [7] . However, as reported in studies [3, 9] , for real-world information networks, a second-order random walk (transition to next node depends on current and previous nodes) preserves network characteristics more efficiently by capturing community dynamics and structural equivalences. Though the above random walk based sampling methods help in generating efficient network embedding for homogeneous networks (consisting of singular type of nodes and edges), as reported in Metapath2vec [2] they perform poorly on heterogeneous networks (consisting of multiple types of nodes and edges). However, the main challenge of Metapath2vec is to select a suitable meta-path for heterogeneous networks with many types of nodes and edges.
All the embedding models discussed above exploit random walk for node sampling which is bound to consider adjacent neighbors. However, heterogeneous networks may often have neighbors of different types. For example, in a heterogeneous bibliographic network consisting of author, paper, and venue as nodes, two authors may be connected via a paper or a venue. Therefore, neighbors of different hops (distance) may potentially capture different latent characteristics. Motivated by this, this paper proposes a k-hop random walk based sampling approach (RW-k) which performs random walk on k-hop neighbors and preserves proximity of random neighbors separated by k hop or edges.
We use the RW-k based network samples for network embedding using skip-gram model [6] with negative sampling. Thereafter, we evaluate the embedding performance on co-authorship prediction task over three heterogeneous bibliographic networks extracted from DBLP 1 and ACM 2 bibliographic databases. We compare the performance of embedding using the proposed RW-k sampling method to recently proposed embedding methods exploiting random walk based sampling namely Metapath2vec [2] , Node2vec [3] and VERSE [8] . From various experiments, it is evident that RWk outperforms the state-of-art network embedding methods and improves the performance of co-authorship prediction significantly.
To summarize, the major contributions of this paper are:
• A novel random walk based sampling approach (RW-k) suitable for mining heterogeneous information networks.
• Empirical evaluation of RW-k based heterogeneous network embedding on co-authorship prediction task over three different heterogeneous bibliographic networks.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents related studies while node embedding has been discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the theoretical aspects of proposed RW-k. In Section 5, we present the experimental analysis. Section 6 concludes the paper with clearly stating limitation of RW-k and future directions.
RELATED STUDIES
Motivated by the success of word2vec [6] , DeepWalk [7] is the first paper to realize neural network based embedding for information networks. DeepWalk first generates node sequences similar to documents using a random walk process and then exploits skipgram model with hierarchical softmax to generate the network embedding. In similar direction Node2vec [3] generates the node sequences by applying a second-order random walk tuned over learned parameters balancing the trade-off between BFS and DFS and uses the skip-gram model with negative sampling for generating embedding. Further, VERSE [8] exploits personalized PageRank for sampling and uses skip-gram for network embedding. Though above studies have focused on exploiting homogeneous networks, recently Metapath2vec [2] has been proposed for heterogeneous network embedding by exploiting meta-paths [5] for generating node sequences with random walk. However, a limitation of Metap-ath2vec is to select suitable meta-path for the underlying tasks and networks. While DeepWalk, Node2vec, and VERSE focus on capturing immediate neighbors characteristics and Metapath2vec lacks generalization characteristics, the RW-k preserves k-hop network neighborhood proximity suitable for mining HIN.
NODE EMBEDDING
Inspired by the skip-gram model [6] for word embedding, studies in [2, 3, 7, 8] formulate the problem of node embedding as a maximum likelihood optimization problem. Let G(V , E) be the given network and f : V → R d be a function which maps every v ∈ V to a d dimensional latent embedding vector or feature vector. Similar to [2, 3, 7, 8] , this paper revisits and exploits the skip-gram to model a heterogeneous node embedding problem. Our aim is to solve an optimization problem which maximizes the log probability of the appearance of a sequence of nodes S v preserving k-hop proximity characteristics for the given node v as defined below:
where f (v) is the embedding vector for node v. Further, probability of any node in the S v is assumed to be conditionally independent given the embedding of the source node. Now, the above conditional likelihood can be reformulated using softmax function over the scalar product of embedding of the sequence and the given source nodes which simplifies equation (1) as
In practice, calculating Z v for every v may be intractable for real-world large information networks. Therefore, similar to [2, 3] , we use negative sampling to approximate Z v and stochastic gradient ascent to maximize the equation (2). To generate the node sequences S, several sampling approaches have been used in past. One of the popular sampling approach is based on the random walk process which captures the immediate neighborhood. However, in context of HIN, traversing immediate neighbors results to sample different types of nodes closely which may degrade the quality of node embedding. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a random walk based sampling approach RW-k which generates the node sequences for a given source node in which two adjacent nodes are separated by some hops k. Further, RW-k is capable of capturing k hop proximity which can be helpful in generating more meaningful node sequences leading to better node embedding.
NETWORK SAMPLING USING k-HOP RANDOM WALK (RW-k)
In network science, a hop can be understood as a quantity such as distance, time, etc. required to make a visit from the given source node to destination node. For example, in Figure 1 node pair (4, 1) is at the 1-hop while 2-hop distance is required for visiting node 2 from 4. As a special case, each node is separated from itself by 2-hop distance. For a given Graph G(V , E), let A be the adjacency matrix and π be the corresponding transition matrix, where the transition probability from the node u to v is defined as
Network Sampling Using k-hop Random Walks for Heterogeneous Network Embedding CoDS-COMAD '19, January 3-5, 2019, Kolkata, India where v ∈V π uv = 1. Now for a given hop size k ∈ Z, RW-k generates a node sequence starting from source u such that every random node in the sequence are separated by k hop distance. Suppose π k (u .) gives the transition probability from source u to other destination nodes separated by k hops, then π k uv can be defined as
where v ∈V π k uv = 1. This can further be realized using transition matrix π that k-hop transition probability between all pairs of nodes i.e. π k = π k−1 π . It can be easily seen as π k is a stochastic matrix. Figure 1 shows example node sequences for hop size 2 using RW-2 which samples nodes having two-hop distance in between them.
We exploit the skip-gram model with negative sampling discussed in Section 3 for node embedding using sequences generated by RW-k with different values of k, i.e. k = 1, k = 2, and k = 3. Further, selecting an optimal value for k is dependent on the underlying network's characteristics, such as network schema, distribution of node types, network density, etc.
Aggregate k-hop Embedding
The node embedding generated using different values of k in RW-k do not capture the network characteristics described by intermediate k. Therefore, to capture the characteristics of each intermediate RW-k, we propose concatenation of the node embedding obtained by different RW-k for each node. Figure 2 presents the concatenation process.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 5.1 Dataset
We use three heterogeneous bibliographic networks 3 for evaluating the quality of network embedding on predicting future coauthorship relations. We consider Author, Paper, and Venue as node types and corresponding relationships among these node types to generate heterogeneous bibliographic networks.
(1) DBLP-All: DBLP bibliographic information from 1968 to 2011 reported in the study [10] . It contains all types of papers i.e. conference, journal, book, etc. We consider DBLP-All (1968 to 2008), DBLP-conf (1934 to 2016), and ACM-conf (1984 to 2016) for training the network embedding model. Table 1 presents the network characteristics.
Experimental Result and Discussion
To generate the network samples using RW-k, we investigate with the different values of k i.e. 1, 2, 3,..., etc. We observed that k > 3 does not improve the embedding quality significantly. Thus, we consider k only upto 3 and generate the samples (maximum of 100 in length) by iterating 30 times for any given node in the network 6 . Now, for network embedding, we exploit the skip-gram model with negative sampling on these samples.
For evaluating the quality of embedding we use future coauthorship relations appeared in DBLP-All (2009 to 2011), DBLP-conf (2017), and ACM (2016) as test links. Similar to the studies [3, 8] , we map the co-authorship prediction task from link prediction to a binary classification task. Thereafter, we generate an equal number of negative test links on the nodes appeared in the above test links. Similar to studies [3, 8] , we generate the edge feature using Hadamard operator on the node embeddings. We use four state-of-art classifiers namely, Decision Tree (DT), Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), and Logistic Regression (LR) on a random 80:20 train-test split over combined test links (actual test links with randomly generated negative test links). Thereafter, we repeat the same setup for 10 times and the average AUC is considered to assess the performance of co-authorship prediction. We compare the performance of co-authorship prediction by network embedding exploiting RW-k with recently proposed network embedding models namely Node2vec [3] , Metapath2vec [2] , VERSE [8] exploiting first order random walk, second order random walk, and personalized PageRank [4] respectively for sampling the network. We consider the default values for all the hyper-parameters for the above discussed baselines as mentioned in their original papers and generate 100 dimensional embedding vector for each node. From Table 2 , it is evident that network embedding exploiting RW-k outperforms the state-of-art baselines in 83% times. Therefore, it can be inferred that in heterogeneous information networks, capturing neighborhood characteristics separated by some hops helps in generating better network embedding. We observe that Logistic Regression (LR) outperforms other classifiers for all the three networks. Therefore, we present the remaining analysis based on the performance of LR for future co-authorship prediction task. An improvement of 9%, 3%, and 1% is achieved for co-authorship prediction in DBLP-All using RW-k over Metapath2vec, Node2vec, and VERSE respectively. Furthermore, for DBLP-conf and ACMconf, RW-k improves the performance approximately by 9%, 2%, and 3% in comparison to Metapath2vec, Node2vec, and VERSE respectively.
From Table 2 , it is observed that concatenation of different RWk (i.e. RW-1, RW-2, and RW-3) improves the performance of coauthorship prediction when compared to individual RW-k. Further, it is also visible that RW-2 gives a better result than RW-1 and RW-3 gives a better result than RW-2 for all the networks. However, the improvement using RW-3 over RW-2 is not as significant when compared to RW-2 over RW-1. This shows that capturing neighborhood characteristics with small hops can yield better network embedding though increasing the hop size does not show significant improvement. Hence, it can be inferred that different hop sizes for RW-k preserves rich network characteristics and should be selected carefully.
Among all the above network embedding models Metapath2vec performs worst. The probable reason for this may be the loss of network information while sampling using meta-path.
CONCLUSION
This paper studies the problem of network sampling for heterogeneous network embedding. We propose a k-hop random walk based sampling approach (RW-k) which generates more meaningful node sequences. These node sequences are further used for network embedding using the skip-gram with negative sampling. The efficacy of the proposed sampling approach in network embedding is evaluated on co-authorship prediction task in three heterogeneous bibliographic networks and compared to suitable baselines. We observe that the proposed sampling approach out-performs the baselines in a majority of the cases.
The limitation of this work is that it requires a hyper-parameter k as hop size. To alleviate this limitation, learning the optimal hop size from supervised knowledge of the underlying network may be a future direction.
